
Newsletter for February 

 

Notwithstanding the weird and sad times we are living, January has been pretty full on. With the online 
launch party for Secret Places fast approaching on 4 February, there has been a lot of activity on social 
media and a seemingly endless series of mini decisions on this and that. This is all a steep learning curve 
for me, but I’m having fun. Apologies to recipients of the January Newsletter who had difficulties with the 
link to the launch. You can now register through my website. If you’d like to know where ideas and       
characters come from, how I go about constructing a plot or plans for future books, this is your chance to 
ask. 

 

The first two boxes of actual books also arrived this month. Newly printed books have their own special 
smell and the sensation of holding one bearing your own name is a unique pleasure. Careful - I mean   
accidental - curation of a bookshelf meant that a copy just happened to appear over my shoulder at recent 
Board meetings, occasioning a comment or two about ‘product placement’. Judging from Twitter, much 
worse objects have appeared on other bookshelves! My thanks to all those who, having read the book, 
have emailed me to say how much they enjoyed it. If any of you can review it on Amazon, that would be 
amazing! 

 

Normal work and volunteering also continue and, just to add confusion to the mix, what should have been 
the straightforward removal of a piece of furniture from Norfolk to Cambridgeshire descended into farce 
when the two removal men appeared to have been recruited direct from Central Casting for a remake of 
Laurel and Hardy starring the Chuckle Brothers. By which I mean, they looked like Laurel and Hardy but 
the dialogue was straight from the Chuckle Brothers. It took an unbelievable amount of to-meing and to-
youing before the cabinet was safely extracted via the french windows.  

 

With Secret Places now so close to making its own way in the world, my attention is divided between the 
first publishing stages for the sequel, Glass Arrows, and plans for the third in the series.  

 

Glass Arrows is now out for comment and with a fair wind should be in print in the autumn. Enormous 
thanks to GD who has already sent me detailed comments. Next month I’ll share part of a chapter, but 
for now, I need your help. For reasons I won’t go into at this point, the detective Greg Geldard (first met in 
Secret Places) acquires a kitten. So, votes please on the most appropriate name for a policeman’s kitten. 
Please let me have your votes for: 

 

Old Bill 

Bobby 

Macavity 

Felonious 

 

The name that gets the most votes will appear in the book.  

 

As for book number three, I have been dithering over which of the three plots that I have in mind should be 
the key to number three. I am just about coming down in favour of the one that deals with - but hang on, 
that would be a big spoiler. Maybe more next time.  

 

Keep safe and well, 

 

Heather  

 


